
 Learn With Us!  
March

Sign Up for Classes @ PetersonGarden.org
Unless	  otherwise	  noted,	  all	  classes	  are	  held	  at:	  	  

PGP	  Community	  Cooking	  School	  5917	  N.	  Broadway	  St.	  2nd	  Floor	  

Cooking On The Fly           Tue, 3/1  7-9pm  $30, Hands-On,  BYOB
Wondering what to do with leftover ingredients in your fridge or pantry items that are about to expire? Free yourself from relying on 
recipes to create meals, and learn how to cook on the fly! Each student will bring one ingredient with them to the class, and Chef Al Yu will 
create a delicious meal on-the-spot based on those ingredients and a pantry of staple items (similar to the show “Chopped”). Students will 
work together with Chef Yu to cook the meal, as he shares helpful tips and techniques for creating delicious meals on the fly at home. 

 
Seed Sowing Workshop Sun 3/6 10:30-11:30am $25, Hands-On 

Eager to get a jump start on the growing season? In this class we will discuss how seeds sprout, and how you can re-create the right 
germination conditions indoors or in your garden plot. We will talk about seed-starting dates, sanitation, best seed-starting mixes, 
navigating the information on a seed packet and why wind or a fan is important for young plants! For the hands-on portion we will 
demonstrate the correct level of soil moisture, watering methods and planting depth; show a variety of different containers for planting 
seeds, and setups for achieving optimum light and temperature; do germination tests; and go over next seedling’ next steps’ – fertilizing, 
potting up, and transplanting. You will go home with your own tray of seeds to germinate, as well as more for planting later. 

 
7th Annual Seed Swap! Sun 3/6 2-4:30pm FREE

Whether you saved seeds from plants grown in your garden, have leftover new or used seed packets, or are looking for seeds, the 7th 
Annual Seed Swap in the place to be! You never know what you will find – gardeners are generous people, after all. Reconnect with old 
friends and meet new ones as we all get excited about growing together in 2016!

 
TASTE TEST Series: Braising 101    Tue, 3/8  7-9pm  $25, Hands-on, BYOB

In this hands-on class, instructor Paul will walk you through the steps necessary to make heart-warming, slow cooked dishes with ease. You 
will learn the basic principles of braising, and how to extract the most flavors from your meat through this timeless cooking process. Paul 
will also cover essentials like breaking down a whole chicken, and money saving tips for getting the most out of inexpensive cuts of meat. 
We’ll sit down to enjoy our delicious meal of Chicken Cacciatore at the end of class!

 
Chicago Food Swap  Sun, 3/10  2-4pm  $5

The Chicago Food Swap is an organization dedicated to bringing together cooks, bakers, canners, gardeners and foragers to trade 
homemade and homegrown foods. No money changes hands and it is only $5 to participate. Along the way, we hope to forge new 
friendships and trade inspiration. Hope to see you at the Swap!
 

TASTE TEST Series: Demystifying Indian Cooking    Tue 3/22  7-9pm $25, Hands-On, BYOB
Does Indian cooking seem very intimidating to you? Instructors Uma and Vineeta will make it easy for you, using some simple ingredients 
and spices that are accessible. In this hands-on class, you’ll learn to make Dosas, a rice and lentil crepe, and a Cauliflower Masala filling. 
This class is for cooks of all levels. All ingredients used are vegan and gluten free. 

 
Online Garden Planning Demo     Wed 3/23 7-8pm FREE

Join us for this online class designed for new gardeners growing with the Peterson Garden Project. Our founder, LaManda Joy, will guide 
you through: a quick overview of gardening with the Peterson Garden Project, what to expect from your first year of food gardening, and 
planning your garden using the kitchen garden planner from Gardener’s Supply.

 
TASTE TEST Series: Pot Stickers  Tue 3/29  7-9pm $25, Hands-On, BYOB

In this hands-on class, instructor Janet Cobb will teach you simple techniques for making this popular pan-fried Chinese dumpling! You’ll 
learn vegetarian and meat filling options, as well as a dipping sauce, and we’ll sit down to enjoy our hand-made meal at the end of class!

 

Seed Sowing Workshop Wed 3/30 7-8pm $25, Hands-On
Learn the fundamentals of successful seed sowing in this comprehensive hands-on lecture. From creating the perfect growing conditions at 
home (or in your garden plot) to fer$lizing,	  po.ng	  up,	  and	  transplan$ng.	  You	  will	  go	  home	  with	  your	  own	  tray	  of	  seeds	  to	  germinate,	  as	  
well	  as	  more	  for	  plan$ng	  later	  –	  and	  the	  knowledge	  to	  be	  a	  successful	  seed	  starter	  for	  years	  to	  come.	  
	  

Essentials of Square Foot Gardening  (Tentative) $15, Lecture
Want to start gardening in your home or condo yard? Join our certified Square Foot Gardening™ instructors to learn the basics of this 
popular gardening method. Upon completion of the two-hour session, you will have all the knowledge you need to have a successful start 
to your first year as a gardener. 

	  



